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ABSTRACT/COMMENT
The Cambridge University Press published online, 27/06/2018 a text regarding
Pommelte, Germany, written by Andre Spatzier and Francois Bertemes. The site consists of
Post Rings, a Henge Ditch, and inner Post Rings and they likened it to Woodhenge and the
Stonehenge Blue Stone oval on Salisbury Plain, UK. This text did not have a comparison to
either to explain the comment and neither does it include what must be considered a very
similar site. Sarn Y Bryn Caled is in North Wales and contains a Post circle c2500BCE, a
Penannular ditch, c3000BCE, and a Cursus, c3900BCE. Thus it is the closest to the
Pommelte site in format and includes the major features of Stonehenge.
Having studied the ancient circles of the UK and Scandinavia, written about Sarn Y
Bryn Caled, now that I have a break period in my main research today, I decided to return to
these ancient sites and their geometry and metrology. The basic question that I felt required to
be answered was: “Is this in fact a geometrical construction to a set system of measurement
and can both be determined.”
The texts which explain the whole research on my website are MS3 and MS5 on the
miscellaneous page, with other texts complimenting those.
The text contains 6, A4 Pages and 7, A3 Diagrams

MS6/1:

THE RING SANCTUARY OF POMMELTE, GERMANY
ANALYSIS OF THE CIRCULAR CONSTRUCTS

THE ORIGINAL RESEARCH DISCUSSED
Diagram MS6/1/D01
The text regarding Pommelte is from Antiquity, Volume 92. Issue 363, June 2018,
pp655-673. (DOI: https://doi.org/10.15184/aqy.2018.92) and contains seven sections, the
second being “Building Sequence and Enclosure Layout”, which includes as Figure 2 a plan
of the excavations in Pommelte-Zuckmunde between 2005 and 2008.
Identified were multiple rings and a complex constructional layout of pits and Post
holes as well as a Henge. The largest circle is c115m wide and the central space is c47m
wide. A Palisade confined the interior two rings and then outside are the Henge Ditch, then a
broken ditch and finally an outer ring of posts defining the whole space.
But one comment surprised me; “The precision of the monuments layout illuminates the
building process. The Ring Ditch is the most geometrically accurate of all the circles; the
accuracy of the other rings decreases slightly towards both the interior and the exterior”
Figure2 and Table 1, which I have included as part of the diagram.
When studying Table 1, Geometry of the Pommelte individual Rings, I was struck by
the differences in the Maximum and Minimum distance to the Rings Centre, which I must
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add is at no time located or shown and thus I assume it is a mathematical construct from
averages. The distances are; 4.16; 3.12; 2.33; 2.64; 2.07 and 3.88 metres. These are by no
means accurate as the expectance would be that the central point was identified for the
construction and pegged so that circles could be scribed on the earth using a rope and pointer.

But the Authors state, “In summary, a general building sequence can be suggested for
the Pommelte monument. The first phase involved defining the enclosures centre and
marking out the Ring ditch, the latter serving as a reference for subsequent construction. The
outer and two inner post rings were probably constructed first.”
Thus if the Ring Ditch (Henge) was first then it should be “perfect” and the Palisade
along with the two inner rings very simple to set out as there would have been no impediment
to scribing the circles. But, these have very marked in-accuracies as will be shown.
Thus it is perfectly feasible to expect that the outer segmented ditch section and the
outer post ring would be the most difficult to scribe from the centre given the four constructs.
I therefore was uncertain about the construction phasing, certainly did not consider
the Rings accurate and decided that the only method of determining the actuality of the
circles was to construct their circumferences and thus the whole cite centre.
THE INVESTIGATION
Diagrams MS6/1/D02, D03 and D04
Firstly, I enlarged the Figure 2 such that I had a workable scale from the appended
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scale bar to 4mm equalling 1 metre. Then the layout was examined for a putative geometrical
layout or construct and thus everything that follows is predicated upon just how accurate the
survey plot I am using actually is. (It actually proves to be surprisingly accurate.)
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The most noticeable features are clearly visible before any attempt at drawing is made
and are that on the western side of the first four rings, they are the Inner Ring, The second
ring, The Palisade and The Ring Ditch, all out of shape in the fact that their circles are
deformed towards the centre; that is they are differently drawn from the residue of the ring.
The Inner Ring also appears to have a straight section of posts in the western section and the
possibility of a similar section in the east. Thus I was doubtful that this was “Survey” set out
by a rope and pointer from a known centre. These were visual findings to commence with.
Thus the primary concern was finding enough posts which could be recognised as
being on a circumference to attempt geometrically to find the centre point. That investigation
was actually quite simple using the inner Rings and was confirmed by the drawing of a
putative circle for each of the six features as the diagrams will indicate. This also confirmed
that the visual inspection which showed a bias in the west as described was correct and
required a separate analysis.
Please note that Diagrams MS6/1/D02, D03 and D04 will join to produce a plot at the same
size as my diagram if printed at A3 and the D04 is cut and joined separately to form the
lowest part of the plot. Note there is plenty of overlap on the sheets.
Having established a credible centre point and drawn the circles that were a best fit to the
construction I was able to measure and compare them to the Survey Yard of 4.714 feet and
the Megalithic Yard of 2.722 feet, those being the units of measurement I knew were used in
the UK and Scandinavia in the period of the construction of Pommelte..
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Tabulation of the ring measurements;
No.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Title
Inner Ring
2nd Ring
Palisade
Ring Ditch
Pit Ditch
Outer Posts

Scaled

Convert

Convert

Surv. Y.

M.Y.

96mm
119mm
145.5mm
157mm
193.5mm
233mm

24m
36.25m
36,25m
39.25m
48.375m
58.25m

78.74ft
97.60ft
118.93ft
128.77ft
158.71ft
191.11ft

16.703
20.705
25.229
27.317
33.668
40.541

28.923
38.858
43.692
47.308
58.307
70.209

But of course what this plot clearly indicated was a different curve to the features 1 to 4 in the
west and a new centre point (Blue) was established and the measurements of the Radii taken.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Inner Ring
2nd Ring
Palisade
Ring Ditch

In fact the western part appears to be a straight line and no radius.
125mm
31.25m
102.53ft
21.749
37.666
151mm
37.75m
123.85ft
26.273
45.50
161mm
40.25m
132.05ft
28.01
48.51

If the geometry of the Authors is analysed against my putative radii we have the following;
No.
Min
max
mean
MJF
West radii
1)
21.31
24.69
23.34
24
2.5m deviation to line
2)
28.56
30.63
29.63
29.75
31.25
3)
34.86
37.5
36.1
36.25
37.75
4)
37.74
49.07
38.9
39.25
40.25
5)
47.48
50.6
48.69
48.375
6)
56.26
64.42
58.16
58.25
Thus the distance measure to my putative centre point gives a close correlation
between the Authors figures and then following they included a table of the centre point;
No.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Min
21.52
28.42
34.29
37.15
47.08
55.54

Max
25.1
30.91
37.52
40.16
50.43
60.38

Mean
23.33
29.61
36.1
38.9
48.67
58.14

MJF
24
29.75
36.25
39.25
48.375
58.25

west radii
straight line
31.25
37.75
40.26

Please note that the difference between the two putative centres is 3m east and 0.5m north of
the main centre point for the Blue centre.
The outer ring is the hardest to analyse as it has many sub-sections which could be given
separate radii and perhaps this indicates that it was not actually surveyed from the centre
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point but possible measured or estimated from the Ring Ditch or Pit Ditch construct. Some
portions appear to be more straight alignments than curves.
Therefore the assumption overall that it could be a concentric construct is feasible but
requires perhaps acknowledgement that there was an original survey error for the Rings and
for some reason, perhaps just an error, the centre point was moved. However it also appears
that the western section may be deliberate action following an original error in either setting
out or digging the ring ditch and thus the Palisade, 2nd ring and inner ring had to follow the
profile for continuity. If several teams were working at the same time and their competency
was not equal then errors like this are inevitable.
LOCATING THE QUANTUM MEASUREMENT
The hardest task is to evaluate the inner circle and the 80 features noted by the original
Authors. If it was set out properly then this Ring would have an equal number of Posts per
quadrant, which the survey patently indicates is not the case.
But if a simple construct is required then the circumference of the Ring is the
important measurement. It must be capable of being sub-divided by a known measurement
which can be replicated continuously.
SARN Y BRYN CALED, WALES, UK.
Diagram MS6/1/D05
To illustrate the simple methodology required to determine a quantum from a circle I
attach details of Sarn Y Bryn Caled where the whole system is based upon one measurement,
the Unit Yard of 4.714 feet. It was found from the fact that the pit depth from the putative
original ground surface was nearly exactly the same in each post pit. The pit depth was 4.714
feet, the unit which derives from the 30/60/90 triangle formed by the three measurements of
2.722/4.714/5.444feet and thus in the ratio of 1; root3; 2. The spacing of the posts was
identified as 2 x 4.714 feet and given the fact that it is normal for a post to be buried 1/3rd
depth then the height out of the ground was 2 x 4.714 feet and the resulting portal was an
exact square for each section of the circle.
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Thus it is obvious that if you require a set spacing and a set number of posts the
overall length or circumference must be calculated and converted into a diameter/radius
measurement. By using a measurement of 4.714 feet which is also 33/7 feet, the transfer via
Pi, 22/7 is quite simple. There are 20 portals and thus 40 x 33/7.
Simply put; 40 x 33/7 x 7/22 = 120/2 = 60 statute feet = SarnY Bryn Caled
THE QUANTUM CALCULATIONS
If we study the inner circle, I counted 82 possible markers, but the Authors state 80
and thus I believe there are probably 12 posts missing from the circle given the gaps. The
totals are therefore either c94 or c92 posts. The radius is 24 metres or 150.796m circle which
if divided by 94 equals 1,6042 metres, but divided by 92 it is 1.6391 metres.
The two megalithic measures I am confident of using are 4.714 feet and 2.722 feet.
The 2.722 feet translates to 0.8296656 metres and thus 2 x 0.8296656 = 1.65933 metres and
that produces a circle of 152.56836 metres, which has a radius of 24.282m.
However if we divide 150.796 by 0.8296656 we have 181.755 or 182/2 = 91 posts spaced at
2 megalithic yards. The circle for 90 posts, a more logical number would be 149.34 metres,
but a rather large 1.456 metres difference to the putative circle, and a radius of 23.768m, but
nevertheless logical. The figures are too close to call mathematically to be happenstance and I
suggest that the errors play a large part in spoiling the mathematics and a perfect survey
result.
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Carry out the same exercise on the second inner circle of 29.75 radius and there would
require to be 112 spaces of 2MY, but I can only account for 105, although the setting out of
the posts varies so much from one to the next that some of the larger gaps may hide a post.
The full calculation is 112 x 2 x 0.8296656 = 185.8451m which divided by Pi = 59.156m
diameter and 29.578m radius. The authors give the figure of 29.63 metres radius.
The Ring Ditch is stated as being the original setting out, with the Authors figures of
Min = 37.15; Max = 40.16; mean = 38.9. My putative radius is 39.25m with the radius for the
western section being 40.25m from the second or Blue centre mark. The calculation is thus;
39.25 x 2 x PI = 246.615m, which is 297.248MY.
It is therefore quite plausible to assume that a circle of 300MY was required, which is
248.898 divided by PI = 79.2267 or 39.61 radius. That is a difference of 0.36 metres, but
from my putative centre it takes the circle slightly outside the edge of the Ring Ditch as
drawn by the Authors and as it is scaled to 4mm equals 1m, only a large scale plot or a
ground survey will answer the question of the accuracy of the putative measure of 2.722 feet
or 0.8296656m. I did wonder if the setting out was to the outer edge of the Ring Ditch which
would preserve the marks as it is dug internally to them?
The broken Ditch is 48.375 radius or a 303.949m circle which calculates as 366.354
Megalithic Yards, a year’s worth no doubt and 365 days giving a cosmological reading.
The Outer Ring is 58.25m or 365.9955m circle which is 441.1392MY. Recalculate
that as MY then we have 440 divided by PI = 140 diameter or 70MY radius and perhaps the
simplest of all for the original builders.
However there is one more possibility in the mathematics and that is that the ratio from inner
circle to palisade to Pit Ditch is 24-36.25-48.375 could have been conceived of as a 1; 1/1/2;
2 ratio of radii?
PUTATIVE RE-CONSTRUCTION OF ORIGINAL INTENT
Diagram MS6/1/D06
The diagram illustrates the above text and endeavours to illustrate the close proximity
of a putative design to the survey carried out by the Authors. It raises many questions which
could be answered if the precision of the survey layout was quantified such that each ring
would be capable of re-measurement for the features extant and the inevitable missing
features from so long ago positioned for a full assessment of the MY Measurements.
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COMMENT
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Diagram MS6/1/D07

This final diagram is a simple reference to the foregoing text regarding the survey as
drawn and contains the main research items to be considered.
What is written above is an attempt to evaluate quanta for the Pommelte Ring
sanctuary. I know of no quanta for any German Megalithic Structure or site and have had to
rely on the attested quanta from the UK and Scandinavia, as well as the Basque country
where details have been published sufficient to allow for a detailed analysis.
My texts MS3 and MS5 set out the basic researches into these measurements and the
other MS texts are complimentary regarding ancient mans measuring prowess and
mathematical skills.
Should a scan of the survey layout, provided it was actually drawn to a large scale
originally is available, or even the survey co-ordinates for each and every part and item
tabulated and available it would be quite feasible to clarify the quanta and perhaps find a
German unit of measurement!?
MICHAEL J FERRAR, JULY 2021
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